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cultural perspectives on
second language learning
by lily wong fillmore

A paper delivered at the symposiumsymposium on cause of this shared background much
culture thoughthaughthought7 and learning held at information can be assumed rather than
BYUBYV hawaii campus62nipus see related story on made explicit in speech the elaborated
page 322 code is used inm more formal situations

and between people who are less closely
the questions raised in this symposium related in a situation in which speakers

concerning the relationship between culture and their addressees have less shared in-
formationand learning are important ones for amer-

ican
and fewer shared assumptions

educators to consider the children all information which cannot be presup-
posedwe serve represent perhaps the most cultur-

ally
must be made linguistically explicit

diverse student population in the by being more informationallyinformation ally complete
world in california schools alone students speech in the elaborated code is more
represent some 70 to 80 different linguistic context independent than is speech in the
and presumably cultural backgrounds this restricted code not dependent on context
cultural diversity in all likelihood gets ex-
pressed

it can be understood by more people than
in the different ways children ap-

proach
those who were present in the situation in

the business of learning what they which it was produced not dependent on
are expected to learn at school especially context it can be put in writing without
the school language in certain ways at least losing its communi-

cative value
at the same time the questions being

raised here need to be treated cautiously in examining the relationship between
and thoughtfully they carry with them social class and language use bernstein
the risk of misunderstanding and misinter-
pretation

found that working class families tended
pre tation there is a too ready tendency to make somewhat greater use of the re-

strictedamong many people in our field to seek stricted code than they did of the elaborat-
edeasy solutions to complex educational code the reverse seemed to be true of

problems casual coacoRconjecturelecturejecture can become middle class families further he found
accepted as causal explanations and the that while middle class children had and
most preliminary research findings and made use of both the elaborated and the
generalizations become the basis for reform restricted codes working class children
in educational practices and curriculum appeared to have use of only the restricted

code
an example some years ago basil

bernstein in england studied the relationship these findings had a profound and im-
mediatebetween social class and language use influence in american educational

bernstein theorized that speakers of a circles educators saw in this difference
language have two levels of speech available in language use a reasonable explanation
to them 1964 one which he character-
ized

for the associations between school per-
formanceas an elaborated code tends to be formance and socioeconomicsocio economic status the

structurally more complex and linguistically elaborated code was taken as reflecting
more complete than the other which he linguistic adequacy it was seen as the
described as a restricted code the vehicle not only for effective communi-

cationrestricted code is used in informal situations but also for abstract thought and
among people who share a great deal of adequate cognitive functioning as well
common knowledge and assumptions be children who had it could deal with the kind
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of thinking required in school those who do not recognize this or who do not
who did not have it lacked the tools for have access to the elaborated code and
handling the demands of the school ex-
perience

who therefore tend to use the restricted
perience they were linguistically and form of the language at school will be judged
cognitively deficient these educators as communicatively and socially incompe-

tentwent on to conclude that such deficiencies this bernstein claims is where at
needed to be dealt with before the educa-
tional

least some of the educational problems of
ti lot of working class children could poor children lie A negative evaluation of
be improved hence a great deal of effort a childs competence can become a self
and a lot of resources went into the planning fulfilling prophecy
and implementation of compensatory ed-
ucation

Aandnd so while I1 regard the question of
programs which were meant to cultural influences on learning especially

help the children of the make forpoor up foron language an important question us
their linguistic and cognitive deficiencies to consider it is one that I1 approach with
that these programs did not work is history a good deal of caution and trepidation
now something most educators are willing such considerations all too easily become
to chalk up to experience they did not the basis for creating stereotypes and for
work because they were based on a funda-
mental

misjudging the complexity of learning
misinterpretation of what the re-

search
problems whatat I1 have to say is meant to

findings meant differences inworkin work provoke thought and investigation rather
ing class childrens linguistic behavior as than to inspire immediate change in ed-

ucationalcompared with that of middle class children practice I1 hope my remarks
will be taken in that way

professor fillmore did hergraduateher graduate THE ROLE OF CULTURE IN
training in linguistics at stanford LANGUAGE LEARNING
university she was assistant dean in let us first consider whether or not there
the school of education at the univer-
sity

is any evidence for believing that culture
of california at berkeley for five plays a part in language learning if culture

years and left that position a year ago does affect lanianlangumlanguorgumguv earning then we would
to devote full attention to teaching expect to find variation in how wewellweliweilll11 or how
and research quickly different grgroupscoupsoups acquire language

in first language learning at any rate there
appears to be little such evidence children

stem from a whole set of social experiences begin learning their first languages at morethat different from thoseare sufficiently or less the same time usually at around 18
of the middle class that this behavior simply months of age and despite considerable
can not be taken as representing the same variation across languages in the amount
kind of problems it might represent in the of structural complexity to be dealt with
middle class and despite well documented variation a-

crossbernstein himself never intended for cultures in how a childs first language
his work to be understood or used in this learning experiences are structured these

way his own view 1972 was that while learners manage to achieve quite comparable
working class and middle class children pro-
bably

levels of control over tleirbleirt- eirfeir first language in

have access to both elaborated and more or less the same mount of time say

restricted codes they differ with respect at about age five or tix slobin 1978

to the extent to which they make use of this fact has been a trongstrong argument for

them and they also differ in their recog-
nition

believing that first language acquisition is

of the social circumstances that under the control of quite universal learning
call for one code or the other school is mechanisms which are not influenced
a social context that calls for elaborated by culture
code usage children are judged as success-
ful

the case appears to be different hohoww
communicators and therefore as socially ever when we consider the learning of

competent students if they recognize languages after the first here it appears
this fact and behave accordingly those that even among quite young learners a
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substantial amount of variation can be learned by chinese and spanish speaking
found in how quickly and how well they children they found little difference
manage the learning of a new language between these groups in the appearance
some children do it handily in six months of the morphemesmorph emes they were studying
or so others take as long as three to four but this study was not designed to be
years some achieve a native like command sensitive to the kinds of group differences
over the new language with ease others that might exist theirs was a cross sectional
have a much harder time managing it or study which compared language samples
never quite achieve that level of control produced by groups of children at a single
such differences offer evidence of individual point in time rather than at a comparable
variation in second language learning point in their acquisition of english in
Is there any evidenceeyidence torjorforfor believing that order to reveal cultural differences one
there are group jiifyerencesdi erenieserenqes superimpossuperimposesuperimposeded would have to design a study comparing
over these among educators there is learners at variousvarious points during the acquiniacquisi
certainly a belief that there are group tion period and the study would have to
differences in language learning asian examine both the processes and the products
background children are generally regarded of learning rather than just the products
as good language learners their need to in designing such researchsearchle we would
learn english is viewed as a temporary ed-
ucational

want to begin with some fairly good ideas
problem that will take care of on how cultural differences can be expected

itself soon enough these children are to show up in language learning ideas based
frequently given very little help in dealing on prior researchsearchle and careful observation if
with their language problem because such we do not know where to look for the dif
help is seen as unnecessary hispanic back-
ground

ferencesferencekferences that might exist we are unlikely to
children on the other hand are find them let us consider a few obvious

regarded as poor language learners their places to look
inability to speak english is seen as a major
educational handicap one that must be THE INFLUENCE OF THE FIRST
overcome at all costs to that end some LANGUAGE ON THE LEARNING
educators are willing to set aside all of OF THE SECOND
these childrens other educational needs in the first obvious place to look for group
order to concentrate on teaching them differences is in the influence of the first
english in both cases the children are language on the learning of the second it
victims of a sort of cultura 1 peprejudicejOice isis currently not very fashionable to believe
iin the kiicascasecascj of the asian children it is a pos-
itive

in firstfirt language interference but it isis haidhardhald
one in the case of the hispanic a to ignore the ever present evidence of it

negative one whenever we come into contact with lan
guage learners what we need to realize

RESEARCH ON CULTURE AND isis that the most important ways in which
SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING fustfirst language interference affects second

how much research evidence isis there to language learning might not be as straight
support the views I1 have just mentioned forward as are the kinds of interlingual iden
almost none very little in the way of tifications of forms or structures we have
actual research has been carried out com-
paring

trained ourselves to look foiforfol there will
learners of different cultural back-

grounds
be that familiar kind of interference to be

with respect to second language sure but while we can compare groups
learning I11 am currently doing some research with respect to the amount and seriousness
which deals with this question at least of the first language interference each
peripherally and I1 will tell you of it laterlatel experiences I1 think we would find that
in this paper but concerning research that such differences are not in the long run
looks at cultural comparison explicitly all that influential in learning instead we
I1 know of very little that has been done should be looking for the more subtle and
there is to be sure the dulay and burt far reaching ways inin which first languages
1974 study which compares the acquisiacquini are liable to influence the learning of new

tionaldional order of morphemesmorph emes in the english ones
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consider for example the question of children had been non english speakers the
pragmatics or language use languages effect of their following such patterns would
differ in the rules which govern their use in have been far more drastic for children
social settings As we have learned from the who need to learn the school language such
classroom research of ethnographers such classroom activities often constitute a major
as steven boggs and sue phillips children opportunity for learning and practicing the
coming from cultural backgrounds that new language activities in which teachers
differ from that of the culture found in the ask questions and children provide responses
standard american classroom may be are particularly important since the learners
following quite different patterns of lan-
guage

are provided with instances of the new lan-
guageuse which have been addressed to them

phillips 1970 for example found that and which have been formulated in a way
intended to maximize ease of comprehen-
sion

the native american children she was
studying followed the discourse patterns further such activities require the

of the sahaptin language spoken by their student to provide some sort of appropriate
response responses by which the teachersparents even though they themselves

spoke only english these discourse pat-
terns

can immediately determine whether the
learners have understood what was justwhich differed substantially from

usual english patterns had the effect of said to them if the response is appropriate
making it quite difficult for the children its appropriateness will be acknowledged

the classroom in the continuing interaction if it is notto participate verbally in
appropriate the learner will usually bethe social conditions favoring verbal per-

formance given help in reformulating it all of this isformance in the classroom ran counter to
those required by the culture of these the kind of help learners need if they are to

progress in the new language but if thechildren with the result that they were
the kinds pragmatic rules the learnersleaieainers are followingunable to find their way into

which prevent them from participating in suchof classroom activities through they
might have acquired the rules for language activities then the children are not in a

use which are associated with english position to take advantage of these opportu-
nities to learn the language

boggs 1972 found that while hawaiian
school children were eager to volunteer CROSS CULTURAL differences
information and to answer questions when IN COGNITIVE STYLE
they could do so voluntarily they were not the next area we should consider as a
so eager to participate when they were way in which culture can affect language
being called upon or when questions were learning has to do with the way learners
directly addressed to them boggs suggested approach any kind of cognitive activity
that the difficulty experienced by these of which learning a new language is a partic-

ularlychildren stemmed from their need to inter-
act

complex type there has been a
with adults in groups rather than on a smattering of research addressed at cross

one to one basis particularly when the whichcultural differences in cognitive style
interaction was initiated by the adult seems potentially relevant but which we
in that manner they equalize the unequal should look at cautiously language learn-

ingsocial statuses that exist between children is of differentcourse in many ways
and adults such patterns of language from other kinds of learning it is quite
use can have an important effect on language clearly under the control of some sort of
learning highly specialized innate cognitive mecha-

nismthe children studied by boggs and which permits learners to handle
phillips were english speakers although the complexities of the task with relative
they followed the patterns of language ease and whilewhite none of us could begin
use associated with their native languages to say just what that cognitive mechanism
and cultures As such these patterns af-
fected

is like or how it functions few of us would
the manner and degree of success want to deny its existence but while the

with which the children were able to partic-
ipate

nature of this language learning mechanism
in classroom activities now if the remains a mystery to us there are never
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thelesstheleus a number of cognitive behaviors that later I1 noticed the child still hunched
play a part in language learning and which over the paper which by now was almost
can be examined as potential sources of entirely covered with tiny letters and num-

berscultural influence in learning I1 convinced him he probably didnt
sustained and need to practice anymore pried the pencil

from his fingers and sent him on to dosystematic attention more interesting things I1 saw him a few
learning a new language is an enormous minutes later at the blackboard he had

task one requiring the attention and involve-
ment

blocked off an area about 12 x 18 in
of the learner for an extended period size and had begun to fill it with meticulous

of time the task calls for sustained atten-
tion

rows of numbers
and systematic attention the learner

I1 dont know in whatyet way or tohas to be systematically attentive to lin-
guistic what extent such differences will be reflect-

ed
and contextual information in order

in the second of theselanguage learningto figure out what people are saying and in
children it is characteristic thata warrantsorder to figure out how the new language is

careful examination than I1more am givingto be used while the evidence on cross
it in workcultural differences along this cognitive my present

dimension is scant indeed it seems clear that verbal memory
if there are any they are likely to affect

the second that rathercapacity seemslanguage learning in my current research I1
clearly related to language is verbal memoryam following 30 chinese and 30 mexican

kindergarten and first grade students in their learning a new language requires a healthy
exercise of functions the learnerslearning of english I1 have had an opportu-

nity

memory
have got to remember how things in the newto watch and compare these children
language are said otherwise they will neverquite closely for a year now having spent a

day each week last year in each of the four have use of its forms one assumes that
in which cultures are not likely to differ much on thiskindergarten classes they were

distributed what I1 have noticed have been basic dimension but again they just might

some rather striking differences between at least in the area of rote memorization
these two groups in the levels of attention skills cultures that encourage the mem-

orizationthey exhibit in classroom activities oriza tion of poems stories and songs are
likely to have members with better de-
velopedthe mexican children were very much verbal memory skills and strategies

like children their age they were just learn-
ing

than groups that do not encourage such
to give sustained attention to tasks activities

requiring care and precision in execution at present there is little in the way of
such as in printing letters or numbers and cross cultural research examining verbal
in tracing detailed drawings they had memory in children what little cross
difficulty staying engaged in such activi-
ties

cultural research on memory has been
for much longer than fifteen or so done has looked at the development of

minutes at a time memory in general rather than that the
development of for verbal materialsthe chinese children on the other hand

memory
in particular kagan et al 1977not only were able to stay at such tasks for

the duration of the activity between 15 and
20 minutes usually they could actually analyticity
keep going for an hour or more if they the third type of cognitive activity that
were left alone indeed if they were not we might consider in our attempts tofingtofindto find
stopped they would just continue working cultural effects on language learning in-

volvesuntil they wore their pencils and knuckles analyticity or hypotheses generation
down to nubsbubs once I1 made the mistake of learning a new language requires learners
giving a child who wanted to practice his to make use of both the linguistic inform-

ationwriting a 12 x 18 sheet of paper rather available as input and the contextual
than the 9 x 12 sheets the teacher usually information that needs to be extracted
gave the children for this purpose an hour from the speech situation to help figure out
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how the language is constructed and how it and catchy they are liable to put it to
is used socially and communicatively once immediate use they experiment with it
they have figured out some of the principles trying out its possibilities whether or not
according to which the language is struc-
tured

appropriate occasions for its use turn up
learners can follow those principles in my favorite example of this kind of language

constructing their own utterances in that play comes from my earlier research in
language all of this requires a high degree second language acquisition nora the best
of analytical activity the learner has to of the five learners I1 followed in a longitudi-

nalmake astute guesses based on the available study on the use of cognitive and social
data as to what rules appear to be operating strategies in language learning 1976 had
in the language and then to try these out just picked up the expression cookie
productively these processes are no doubt cutter which she enjoyed saying in a
a major aspect of that language learning conversation with a friend who had just
mechanism I1 have mentioned corrected her language use nora used

cookie cutter first as an insult and then as
these analytical mechanisms seem to a refrain

work in a comparatively smooth fashion and youre a cookie cutter how do
for most learners in the learning of a first you like to be a cookie cutter sings
language in second language learning how do you like to be a cookie cutter
however there is evidence of considerable this sample was produced by nora just 29
variation in how easily and accurately weeks after her first contact with englishlearners engage in this kind of analytical
activity in my own earlier work in second mental flexibility
language acquisition wong fillmore 1976
1979 1I have found that learners seem to verbal playfulness seems to go along with

vary considerably in how quickly and mental flexibility a kind of talent for seeing
successfully they are able to figure out and entertaining multiple possibilities the
the patterns of the new language some children who tend to be mentally flexible

are able to find patterns right or wrong in my research are able to generate multiple
almost immediately these children are guesses as to what this or that means and

putting their own sentences together soon they are able to come up with different
after they get started learning the new ways of doing or saying almost anything
language and therefore are able to achieve that you might suggest to them if they
a degree of communicative freedom from want to say something but lack the linguistic
the beginning others are quite slow at resources to say it they can get around their

finding patterns these children can acquire linguistic handicap by using paraphrases
hear others and children who are not as flexible tend to beexpressions they using put

them to use in their own speech but they stymied when they do not find obvious

tend to preserve what they learn in pre-
cisely

ways of saying what they want to say

the form in which they learn them
I1 am convinced that individual differencesrather than to extract the structural prin-

ciples exist language learners in thisamong aspectrepresented in them for their own use of cognitive behavior and that these differ-
encessuch children tend to be much more limited constitute important of

in their language use at least during the sources
variation in second language learningearly periods of language learning obvious-

ly whether culture affects such behavior orthey eventually analyze the linguistic not is another question if we believe thatmaterials they have available to them
early experience the kind involved inbut it takes them a lot longer getting to cultural transmission affects ofit than those children whom I1 regard as patterns

highly analytical cognitive behavior then quite likely we will
find differences along these dimensions
that are related to culture at the same

playfulness time we should ask whether all such cultur-
allythe children who are best at this kind related differences in cognitive behavior

of activity are inclined to be playful with as we are able to find are likely to affect
language when they hear anything new language learning
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field dependencedependenceindependenceindependence assuiassutassaut ptionspotions on which this research is based
1 that the of secondare process languagethe cognitive style construct which

has both social andacquisition cognitivehas been most thoroughly investigated and
2 that learners activeaspects play anwhich has been shown by many different

role in both aspects of the process andresearchers to be related to cultural ex-
periences 3 that can learn second languageanyone aperiences eg berry 1966 and ramirez to it but howgiven adequate exposureand castaneda 1974 is field dependence

fast and how well any individual does de-
pends

independence FDI in its simplest formu-
lation the nature of the andon exposure onFDI can be described as a perceptual

his her characteristic to learn-
ing

or approachestendency it is the ability to overcome
tasks of and sociala complex cognitiveembedding contexts and to perceive identi-

ties and relationships independent of their nature
backgrounds but while there are clear the social side of the task involves the
indications of cultural differences to be s cial activities the learner has to engage in
found along this dimension of cognitive i order to get access to the language input
functioning there has been scant research which is necessary for acquisition the cog-

nitiveevidence indicating that FDI has any side of the task relates to the analyti-
caleffect on language learning there are those activities that the learner must carry out

who would argue that a cognitive style in order to figure out how the language is

construct such as FDI is a major organ-
izing

structured and how meanings get expressed
principle around which many aspects in it learner characteristics such as social

of a learners functioning can be shown to skill sociability communicative needs inter-
activecluster kagan and kogan 1970 and that style and activity preference will

showing that an individual is field depen-
dent

affect the learners ability to interact with
as opposed to independent reveals the speakers of the language to be learned

much more about general cognitive function-
ing

and hence the quantity and quality of lin-
guisticthan about perceptual style that input to which the learner has access

being the case one might find relationships learner characteristics such as verbal mem-
orybetween a broad construct such as FDI verbal fluency and flexibility and sensi-
tivityand language learning which are not directly to linguistic patterns and meanings can

related to perceptual style per se but affect the speed and success of the learners
rather to some other cognitive dimension efforts to discover a set of rules to use in
that is associated with it this question producing his own versions of that language
is certainly worth pursuing in research

the main hypothesis being tested in this
study is that speed and success in language

SOCIAL ASPECTS learning from a particular type of input de-
pendbut let us turn our attention to ways in on a felicitous combination of such

which culture more obviously affects lan-
guage

social and language learning characteristics
learning this has to do with the so-

cial
in the learner the research problem then

aspects of language learning susan centers on determining the part that each
ervin tripp and I1 are presently engaged in a component of these two personal style con-

structsthree year longitudinal study which address-
es

plays in producing variation in
the question of individual variation in speed and success in second language learn-

ingsecond language learning we are looking at with speed defined as how quickly
sources of variation stemming from both the learners are able to express themselves in
cognitive and social aspects of language the new language and success as how
learning among the learner characteristics efficaciously and accurately learners are able
being examined are language learning style to sort out the rules of the new language
aptitudinal factors which affect the ways and put them to productive use both vari-

ableslearners approach the cognitive activities in-
volved

involve a comparison of the developing
in language learning and social style skills of learners across time but success

interactive factors which affect learners involves comparisons of the range of pat-
ternsabilities to get access to the linguistic data learners control productively and gram-
maticalneeded to support language learning the accuracy in the exercise of those
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patterns whereas speed involves com-
parisons

peer orientation
parisons only of learners ability to express the children of both groups who are peer
themselves and to communicate in the new oriented tend to spend a lot more time
language irrespective of correctness or com-
plexity

talking to classmates than t ley do to adults
plex ity not surprising since there are more class-

mateswhile the data are not all in yet it is around to interact with than there
clear that the variables we are interested in are adults in the classroom however we
are indeed important sources of differences have noticed that such children tend to pay
in second language learning at this point more attention to the speech of their peers
both kinds of characteristics appear to be and to model their own speech to a greater
equally involved in producing the enormous extent after that of their peers than that
variation we are finding in our 60 subjects of the adults in the same setting or so it

however while there appear to be only seems to us how is this likely to affect lan-
guagesuggestions of cultural differences on the learning drastically of course

cognitive characteristics we are examining if everyone in the peer group shares a

there appears to be quite clear evidence of common first language there is likely to be

such differences related to the social charac-
teristics

little incentive or opportunity for them
te to learn or use a new language particularly

for those who are peer oriented rather than
socially dependent behavior adult oriented since they already speak a

among the social characteristics that language that can be used with their class-
matesseem to be most influenced by culture is there is no obvious need for them

something we might describe as socially to learn a new one and if they did choose
dependent behavior the extent to which to use the new language among themselves
children need support from others or are the result would be that they would supply
able to maintain separate identities espe-
cially

each other with an imperfect version of it
with respect to authority figures such as input and so in a classroom consisting

as adults the mexican children we are ob-
serving

mainly of limited or non english speaking
are far more inclined to be socially children the major reason for learning the

sufficient and independent rather than de-
pendent

new language would be to please the adults
while they are undoubtedly de-

pendent
in their world if the learners are peer

on adults to a certain extent they oriented chances are that they will make
nevertheless are a lot less dependent on them less use of adult language for language
in shaping their activities than are the chi-
nese

learning purposes with the result that they
children in our study the chinese will probably not have adequate exposure

children are more likely to turn to adults to the new language
for guidance than they are to turn to one
another or to seek activities on their own individual needs of children
they ask now what should I1 do what I1 have called this evidence they are
do you want me to do with this and actually observations for the moment they
when they have done what has been sug-
gested

reveal some aspects of language learning
they turn to adults again for evalua-

tion
that culture may affect in unexpected ways

and recognition look at my paper what we need to do now is to examine the
im finished Is this right the mexican relationship between language learning and

children are much more oriented to their culture more directly so that we can discover
peers it is to their friends and classmates how much such differences actually affect
that they turn for ideas and recognition language learning until then we do not
these of course are differences in degree have any basis on which to say just how best
rather than absolute differences at the we can tailor educational programs to suit
same time that the mexican children tend the needs of particular groups I1 began this
to be peer oriented they also look to the paper by suggesting that we take a cautious
adults in their world for guidance and recog-
nition

approach to examining the relationship
and while the chinese children tend between culture and learning I1 would like

to be adult oriented they were obviously to end it by urging restraint in applying re-
searchalso concerned with one another findings on such relationships to edu
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cationalrationalcational practice I1 believe that the safest in the classroom new york teach-
erspractice is to always consider individual college press

of children before considerneeds we group fillmore LW 1976 the7thehe second time
needs cultural differences abso-
lute

are never aroundcognitivearound cognitive and social strategies
they are ordinarily expressed as group in second language acquisition phd

tendencies towards a particular kind of dissertation stanford university
behavior or characteristic

fillmore LW 1979 individual differences
the fact is that no matter how much in second language acquisition in

culture influences learning these influences CJ fillmore WSY wang & D
will be expressed in unique ways in indivi-
dual

kempler eds individual differ-
enceschildren and while we can consider in linguistic ability and lan-
guagesuch influences in our planning we need behavior new yorkacademicyork academic

always to be ready to assess and to meet press
the individual learning needs of the children
we serve kagan J RE klein GG finley and B

rogoff 1977 A study in cogni-
tivereferences development annual of the

bernstein B 1964 elaborated and re-
stricted

new york academy of science 285

strict ed codes their social origins
and some consequences american kagan J and N kagan 1970 individual
anthropologist 66 variation in cognitive processes in

P mussen ed michaelscarmichaelscannichaelscarmichaelcCarCan nichaels
bernstein B 1972 A critique of the con-

cept
manual of child psychology vol 1

of compensatory education new york wiley
in CB cazden VP johns and

SU 1970 of rules forphillips acquisitionD hymes eds functions of
language in the classroom new appropriate speech usage in JE

alatis ed and lan-
guage

bilingualismteachersyork college press
contact anthropological lin-

guisticJW guistic psychological and sociologi-
cal

berry 1966 temne and eskimo
perceptual skills international jour-
nal

aspects monograph series on
language and linguistics 23of psychology 1
washington DC georgetown uni-
versityboggs ST 1972 the meaning of questions press

and narratives to hawaiian children
in cazden et al eds functions of ramirez M and A castaneda 1974
language in the classroom new cultural democracy bicognitive de-

velopmentyork teachers college press and education new
york academic press

dulay HC and burt MK 1974 natural slobin DI 1978 universal and particularin child second languagesequences in the acquisition of language paper
acquisition language learning 24

presented at workshop conference on13753137 53
language acquisition state of the

dumont RV jr 1972 Iearninglearning english art philadelphia university of
and how to be silentstudiessilent studies in sioux pennsylvania to be published
and cherokee classrooms in cazden in proceedings edited by LR gleit-

manet al eds functions of language and eric wanner
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